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DIVINSKY'S RADICAL

patrick n. stewart

Abstract. Let F and R be rings, M an F-R-bimodule, and A

the largest F-submodule A^ of Msuch that for each xGN,fx=x for

some feF.
(1) If either F or M satisfies the minimum condition then

A=FtM for some positive integer k; provided that whenever

xeFaM=f)%==1 (F"M) and Fx^A, then xeA.

(2) If M satisfies the maximum condition and F=(/i, ■ ■ ■ ,/„)

where/j, ■ • • ,/„ is a normalising set of generators (that is,

fiF=Ffi modulo (/„••

for each i = l, • ■ • , ri), then A=F°>Af.
(3) If M=F=R, A=(0), R satisfies the maximum condition, and

R has a normalising set of generators, then R can be embedded in a

Jacobson radical ring.

1. Introduction. Let R be an associative ring, M a right P-module and

F a ring of P-endomorphisms of M. We shall think of M as an F-R-

bimodule and write both fx and f(x) (JeF and xeM), whichever is most

convenient. There is a largest F-submodule A of M such that for each

neN,f(n)=n for some feF. This submodule is also an i?-submodule and is

denoted by A(F, M)1 or simply A when no confusion can result. The sub-

module A(F, M) is the Divinsky radical of the pair (F, M). In [2], where

Bostock and Patterson introduce this generalization of left D-regularity,

it is shown that the submodule A(F, M) satisfies the basic properties of

radicals.
Throughout this paper F, M, and R will retain these meanings. The two-

sided ideal of F generated by elements fx," ' ,f„eF will be denoted by

• • • ,/j. And we shall write min-/ and max-/ for "minimum condition

on left ideals" and "maximum condition on left ideals" respectively.

Examples, (i) Let B and R be any two rings and M a Ä-P-bimodule.

Set F=the ring of P-endomorphisms of M which are determined by
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elements of B; F is the ring of all l„:x—>-bx where beB. The Divinsky radical

A(F, M) is the largest jB-submodule N of M such that for each xeN,

bx=x for some beB. Since no confusion can result we shall always write

A(B, M) in this situation.

(ii) An important case is when M=B=R and the action of the rings

on the module is just ring multiplication. Then A(B, M) (=A(R, R)) is a

two-sided ideal of R. This is the original situation which was studied by

Divinsky [3].

Notice that we do not obtain a radical in the sense of [4]. This is because

A(A(R, R), A(R, R)) may not equal A(R, R); see [3, Example 1].

2. The minimum condition.

Proposition 2.1 (Bostock and Patterson [2]). Assume that F has

min-l. Let eeF be an idempotent such that f—fe is nilpotent for all f£F. Then

ex=x for all xeA.

Recall that A=A(F, M) is the largest F-P-submodule of M such that

for each xeA,fx=x for some feF.

Theorem 2.2. Assume that F has min-l and a central idempotent e such

that e+Nis the identity of the factor ring F/N, where N is the nil radical of F,

then:

(i) A=eM,
(ii) M=A®A where A = {xeM:ex=0},

(iii) A=FkM and FkA = (0) for some positive integer k.

Proof. From Proposition 2.1 we see that ex=x for all xeA, so As eM.

Since e is central, eM is an F-submodule; thus eM £ A. Therefore A=eM.

Let A = {xeM:ex=0}. Since e is central, A is an F-submodule of

M. It is straightforward to check that M=A®A.

Choose a positive integer k such that A*=(0). Now F=Fe+N and e is

central so

Fe £ Fk = (Fe + N)k S Fe + Nk = Fe.

Thus Fk=Fe so it is immediate that A=FkM and FkA = (0). This com-

pletes the proof.

Theorem 2.2 presents "ideal" or "model" results. It is interesting to

compare the following theorems and to consider how the relatively weaker

hypotheses lead to relatively poorer approximations to these results.

In the next theorem we shall be dealing with rings F which may not have

central idempotents. However, we shall impose the following condition

on the pair (F, M):

(*) F°M n {a e M: Fa £ A} £ A
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where FaM=C\™=1 (FnM). Notice that Asi^Af and As {aeM:Fa^A}.

Clearly, condition (*) is satisfied if A=F'°M; so, for rings F which satisfy

the conditions of Theorem 2.2, every pair (F, M) satisfies condition (*).

The converse is not true. To see this let F be any ring with a left identity

e but with no central idempotents. For any left F-module M, FA/sA

since e(fx) = (ef)x=fx for all fisF and xeM. Clearly A=FA^FM so
A=FM. Thus (F, M) satisfies condition (*). Now F is a ring such that

every pair (F, M) satisfies condition (*), but F has no central idempotents.

Of course there are such rings F which have min-/. The simplest examples

are obtained by considering the algebra (over any field) with basal ele-

ments e and b where e2 = e, eb=b, b2=0, and be=0.

Theorem 2.3. Assume that F has min-l. If the pair (F, M) satisfies

condition (*), then A = FkM for some positive integer k.

Proof. Suppose that FkM=FcoM*A. Choose xeF*M such that

x$A. The pair (F, M) satisfies condition (*) so Fx^A. Choose L minimal

among all left ideals I of F for which 7x4: A.

Let IgL. If lx$A then, by condition (*), F/x^ A. So by the minimality of

L, Fl=L. It follows that for each leL there is an feF such that f(lx) = lx.

Thus Lx'—A. This is a contradiction; the theorem follows.

Not all rings F with min-/ are such that all pairs (F, M) satisfy condition

(*); even when M=F=R. To see this let F be the algebra (over any field)

with basal elements e and b where e2=e, eb=0, b2=0 and be=b. Notice

that F has only three (two-sided) ideals: (O)c: (£>)<= (b, e)=F. Now one

observes that Fa=F, A=(0) and b<={aeF:Fa<^A}.

When M=F=R, Theorem 2.3 provides another proof of Theorem 5 in

[3].

Theorem 2.4 Assume that M satisfies the minimum condition on F-

submodules. If the pair (F, M) satisfies condition (*), then A=FkM for some

positive integer k.

The proof is very similar to that of Theorem 2.3 and will not be given.

In Theorem 2.3 we are dealing with rings F with min-/, so by Proposition

2.1 there is an element eeF which leaves A fixed. The following example

shows that this need not be the case when we assume only that M satisfies

the minimum condition on F-submodules.

Example 2.5. Let p and q be distinct prime numbers. Set F=7\ = the

ideal of the ring of integers which is generated by q. Put M=px and make

M an F-7\-bimodule in the obvious way (//° is the group Z\\\p\\Z with

trivial multiplication; see [4, p. 14]). Now A=px but no element of F

leaves p™ fixed.
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There are pairs (F, M) such that M satisfies the minimum condition on

F-submodules, and which do not satisfy condition (*). The example

immediately following Theorem 2.3 illustrates this. A second example can

be obtained by considering Example 2.5 modified by setting p=q. Then

FmM=M, A = (0) and l/pe{aeM:Fa^ A}.

3. The maximum condition. In this section we shall consider some

situations in which A=F'°M. Our results and methods of proof follow

those which are concerned with the Krull Intersection Theorem for non-

commutative rings; see Nouaze and Gabriel [8, 2.7], McConnell [6], [7],

and Smith [9].

A ring F has the AR property if and only if for each left ideal E of F,

Fnc\EcFE for some positive integer n. The pair (F, M) has the AR

property if and only if for each F-submodule A of M, FnM(~\N^FN for

some positive integer n.

The proof of the following proposition is standard—see, for example,

[7, Lemma 4].

Proposition 3.1.   If (F, M) has the AR property then A=F°'M.

McConnell [7] gives the following definition. Let F=*(fu • • • ,/„). Then

/i> ■"■>/« >s a normalising set of generators of Fit and only if:

(ii) fiF=Ffi modulo (/,, • • • ,f^) for each i=2, ••■,«.

Theorem 3.2. If F has a normalising set of generators and M satisfies

the maximum condition on F-submodules, then the pair (F, M) has the AR

property.

Proof (See [7, Lemma 8], [8, 2.7]). Let A be an F-submodule of M.

Now FAs A so FNC\N=FN. Choose an F-submodule M'sFN such that

M' r\N=FN and M' is maximal with this property. One easily checks

that since M' is maximal, A/FA is an essential submodule of M\M'.

Recall that a submodule is essential if it has a nonzero intersection with

every nonzero submodule. Now if we can find a positive integer / such that

F!(M/M')=(0), then FlMnN^FN as is required.

Thus it is sufficient to show that if A is an essential F-submodule of M

and FSN= (0) for some positive integer s (in our case 5=1), then FlM= (0)

for some positive integer /.

Let /i, • • • ,/„ be a normalising set of generators of F and for each

i>1, define Kt= {xeM:f\x=0}. Since/1F=F/1,/!1F=F/'1^Tor each integer

z"_l. Thus each Kz is an F-submodule. Since M satisfies the maximum

condition we may choose /?_.> so that K~i=Kh for all /_/;.
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Suppose that y=fh1xeflMnKh. Then/?y=/fx=0 so xeK2h=Kh.Thus

y=0, sof\Mr\Kh=(0). The set/jMis an F-submodule because Ff\=f\F.

And since h^.s, A. Now, Ais essential sof\M=(0). Thus we have a

finite chain of F-submodules:

(0) £ K% S/ijS «- • £ J5TB = M.

We proceed by induction on «. If «= 1, then Fh=(fl)h=Ff\. Therefore,
FhM=(0).

Let /z> 1 and assume that the theorem is true for any ring with a normal-

ising set of generators of fewer than n elements. Since /1A'1 = (0) we may

consider Kx an F\(/^-module. Clearly A^nA is an essential submodule of

A, so by our induction hypothesis there is an integerp such that FvK1 = (0).

In fact, FpKi+1^Ki for all /_1. To see this simply notice that

f\(FPKi+1) = (f\F*)Ki+1 = (F*f{)Ki+1 = F*(f\Ki+1)

and thatKv Therefore, FhpM=(0). The proof is complete.

Corollary 3.3. IfF has a normalising set of generators and M satisfies

the maximum condition on F-submodules, then A=FaM.

In the case that M=F=R the theorem concludes that for each left ideal

E of F, Fn+1 nF£ FE for some positive integer n. Thus the ring F has the

AR property.

For M=F=R the corollary reads: Let F be a ring with max-l and a

normalising set of generators. Then A=F<a.

4. Radical quasi quotient rings. Let R be a ring with min-/ such that

R*° contains no nonzero right annihilators of R. Theorem 2.3 states that if

A = (0), then R is nilpotent. However, there are rings with both max-/ and

min-/ and with A = (0), but which contain idempotents (see the example

immediately following Theorem 2.3). Not only are these rings not nil-

potent, but they cannot be embedded in Jacobson radical rings. We have

just seen that A = i\m if R has max-/ and a normalising set of generators.

In this section we shall prove that if R has max-/, a normalising set of

generators, and A=(0), then R can be embedded in a Jacobson radical

ring.

Let R be a ring and x, yeR. Define x°y=x+y—xy. When x°y=0=

y°x we say that x is radical and y is the quasi-inverse of x. The element x is

semiradical if for weR, xw=w implies w=0 and wx—w implies w=0. The

ring R is radical (semiradical) if x is radical (semiradical) for all xeR. A

ring (2=? R is a left quasi quotient ring of R if the following conditions are

satisfied:

(i) If aeR and a is semiradical then a is radical in Q.
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(ii) Every element xeQ is of the form d°b where a, beR, a is semiradical,

and a is the quasi-inverse of a.

Theorem A (Andrunakievic [1]). A ring R possesses a left quasi

quotient ring Q which is a radical ring if and only if R is semiradical andfor

a, beR there exists ax, bYeR such that bx°a=ax°b.

Kroener [5] gives the above theorem and several other conditions

which are equivalent to the existence of a radical left quasi quotient ring.

But these conditions all involve a reference to V, quasi multiplication,

and are thus difficult to verify. The following theorem of Smith allows us

to find a relatively weak sufficient condition, which does not involve a

reference to quasi multiplication, for the existence of a radical left quasi

quotient ring.

Theorem S (Smith [9]). Let R be a ring with max-l and an identity

element 1. Suppose that R has an ideal I which, as a ring, has the AR

property. Then given reR and iel there exists r'eR and i'el such that

r'(l-0 = (l-/>.

Theorem 4.1. Let R be a ring with max-l. If R has the AR property and

A = (0) then R has a radical left quasi quotient ring.

Proof. Embed R into a ring R1 with identity element 1 in the usual

way. Suppose a, beR. Now R1 has max-/ so we may apply Theorem S

with r=\ — b and i=a. Thus we obtain r'eR1 and i'eR such that r'(l—a) =

(1-00-6). Set ax = i' and bx=b+i'-i'b-r'a. Then (\-b^{A-d) =

(1 — a,)(l — b) so b1°a=al°b.

By Proposition 3.1, A=Ra so Rco=(0). This implies that R is semi-

radical because if xw=w or wx=w then wei?™.

Both conditions of Theorem A are satisfied so R has a radical left

quasi quotient ring.

Corollary 4.2. Let R be a ring with max-l and a normalising set of

generators. If A = (0), then i?m = (0) and R has a radical left quasi quotient

ring.

Let R be a subring of a radical ring S. If xeA = A(R, R), then there is

an reR such that rx=x. Since S is a radical ring there is a yeS such that

r°y=y°r=0. Multiplying on the right by x we see that:

0 = yx + rx — yrx = yx + x — yx = x.

Therefore, A=(0).

Corollary 4.3. Let R be a ring with max-l and a normalising set of

generators. Then Rm=(0) if and only if R can be embedded in a radical ring.
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